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Iron&Steel – integrated process. Representation in IEA Energy balance

Data relevant to iron and steel: within energy sector, transformation sector, final consumption. Energy balances are elaborated based on annual fuel data submissions from national administrations according to internationally agreed methodologies.
Data assessment at a glance

1. **Confidentiality issues**: more disaggregated values might face confidentiality issues

2. **Lack sub-sectoral disaggregation**: Not all countries can provide full disaggregation for the industry sector (or for all the fuels) and they allocate the energy consumption to “non-specified industry”. Need for systematic surveys.

3. **Difficulties to break down energy consumption**: if a transformation process is reported (coke oven and/or blast furnaces) also Energy Industry own use for the same processes should be reported (or split inaccurate)!

4. **Lack of data by process**: the energy balance doesn’t cover the disaggregation by technology. With the Energy Efficiency Indicators data collection of the IEA this aspect was covered disaggregating the energy consumption for BOF and EAF to have more accurate indicators. Countries are not able to report this kind of disaggregation

5. **Need for additional information outside energy statistics for targeted metrics** (eg. imports of semi-finished materials): IEA produces aggregated indicators (for instance emissions - or energy- per tonnes of finished products), however targeted analysis requires to take into account trade of semi-finished materials.
Conclusions and discussion points

1. **Fine technology analysis** requires rather disaggregated information.

2. Need to emphasise importance of **primary data collection at national level** (including suitable legislation) to **support policy decision** (cost of not having appropriate data may be very high).

3. Adoption of **comparable, internationally agreed methodologies** (IRES, IPCC, ISIC) – boundaries, products definitions, etc.

4. It is important to **engage with industry sector / government statistics for data sharing** – including how to address confidentiality issues.

5. **Need of collaboration across different data domains** (energy, production, trade, environment etc.)

IEA stands ready to **collaborate to strengthen data globally**